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Abstract—A feasibility study on wide swath observation as-
suming future spaceborne precipitation radar was demonstrated
using data obtained from a wide swath observation experiment
conducted in September 2017 by using the dual-frequency precip-
itation radar onboard the global precipitation measurement core
observatory. In this experiment, scan angles of the Ku-band pre-
cipitation radar (KuPR) and Ka-band precipitation radar (KaPR)
were experimentally changed to observe from nadir to about
+34°. While the result showed that the precipitation echo could
be obtained at wider scan angles, the occurrence of sidelobe and
grating lobe clutters not seen in a normal scan were simultaneously
observed. The mainlobe clutter height of KuPR increased linearly
along the incident angle, and 0.5 mm/h precipitation may be masked
up to 4 km over land at the angle of +34°. Besides, the grating
lobe clutter clearly occurred in KuPR when the ground surface
of the grating lobe direction was land or sea ice. The maximum
scan angle without the grating lobe contamination was +23.43°,
approximately corresponding to 355 km swath width with the orbit
altitude of 407 km. For KaPR, the grating lobe contamination was
not significant and the mainlobe clutter height peaked at the scan
angle of around 26°, and then tended to decrease at larger scan
angles. Therefore, precipitation at the lower altitude may have a
chance to be detected even at larger scan angles, while weaker
surface echoes at larger scan angles may need new techniques to
estimate precipitation for the KaPR.

Index Terms—Meteorological radar, radar clutter, spaceborne
radar.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOLLOWING the successful observation by the precipi-
tation radar (PR) onboard the tropical rainfall measuring

mission (TRMM) [1], [2], the dual-frequency precipitation radar
(DPR) onboard the global precipitation measurement (GPM)
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core observatory was developed as the first space-based DPR
consisting of Ku-band precipitation radar (KuPR) and Ka-band
precipitation radar (KaPR) [3]–[8]. The combined use of the
DPR and the GPM microwave imager (GMI) onboard the GPM
core observatory has improved the technique of precipitation
estimation and plays an important role as a calibrator for global
precipitation datasets [9]–[12]. Despite these significant con-
tributions, spaceborne PRs are still expected to be improved
for some functions. One major requirement is extension of
swath width. The spaceborne radars such as PR and DPR are
phased array radars that scan electrically and rapidly in the
cross-track direction. The KuPR swath width is approximately
245 km, which corresponds to ±17° electrical beam scanning
when the GPM core observatory flies at an altitude of 407 km.
However, the current swath width is not always satisfied for
disaster monitoring that is induced by heavy precipitation. The
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) began DPR assimilation in
the operational mesoscale numerical weather prediction system
on March 24, 2016 [13]. In operational uses of the spaceborne
radar data as by the JMA, wide swath observations are highly
required to increase observation frequencies.

Using the data obtained from the TRMM PR end-of-mission
experiment [14], the feasibility of wide swath observation was
examined by Takahashi [15], assuming a maximum scan angle
of 32.5° for KuPR. Takahashi [15] statistically assessed the
mainlobe clutter height that masks the precipitation echo near the
earth’s surface and stated the possibility of heavy precipitation
retrieval in terms of the received echo power even when the
scan angle is large. However, examination of the maximum
radar scan angle in consideration of the sidelobe and/or grating
lobe clutter occurrences remain as an issue. Besides, further
investigations not only from received echo power but also
from actual precipitation intensity’s point of view need to be
strengthened. Considering the situation that the dual-frequency
observation is now utilized in techniques for more accurate
precipitation estimates (e.g., [16] and [17]), these discussions
should be extended to multiple frequencies when assuming the
future spaceborne PR. To assess the possibility of wide swath
observation by multiple frequencies, a wide swath observation
experiment of the DPR was conducted on September 26 and
27, 2017. Wider swath observation data by DPR can provide
new viewpoints beyond the single-frequency observations by
the TRMM PR.

The purpose of this article is to reveal the feasibility of wide
swath observation assuming future spaceborne PR in terms of the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the GPM core satellite and antenna scanning geometry
in KuPR and KaPR before May 21, 2018.

clutter contamination and precipitation detection. In this study,
we assume the specification of the DPR as the baseline for future
spaceborne PR to make the most of the data obtained from the
DPR wide swath observation experiment. An overview of the
GPM DPR and details of the wide swath observation experiment
are presented in the next section. Section III describes the method
of radar clutter analysis and the characteristics of clutters that
occurred during the experiment, and Section IV investigates the
capability of detecting precipitation by wide swath observation.
Section V discusses the limitations and applicability of wide
swath operation for future spaceborne precipitation radars, and
then summarizes this article.

II. DATA

A. GPM DPR Instrument Overview

The DPR is the first space-based DPR, jointly developed by
the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and the Na-
tional Institute of Information and Communications Technology
[5], [8]. Fig. 1 illustrates the specifications of the GPM core
observatory. The GPM Core Observatory flies at an altitude of
about 407 km, carrying the GMI and the DPR. The DPR is
phased array radar consisting of the KuPR and the KaPR, and
scans with three different modes: Ku, KaMS (matched scan),
and KaHS (high-sensitivity scan). Ku scans with a width of
about 245 km by using 49 beams, and KaMS simultaneously
scans with the inner 25 beams of Ku. KaHS is an interlaced scan
shifted half a scan angle within the inner swath which consists
of 24 beams. This scan pattern was a baseline for the wide swath
observation experiment conducted in 2017 as described in the
next section, whereas the KaPR scan pattern was changed to
full swath (±17°) observation on May 21, 2018. The horizontal
resolution on the ground is about 5.2 km for all scan modes, and
the range resolution is 250 m for both Ku and KaMS scans, and
500 m for KaHS scan.

B. Wide Swath Observation Experiment

Fig. 2(a) illustrates the number of KuPR normal observations
(±17° scan) in 0.1° lat/lon grid for 16 orbits. The total area
covered by the satellite footprint is very sparse and observed
once or twice at most per grid. To increase the observation
frequency, simulation assuming the doubled swath (±34° scan)

Fig. 2. Number of DPR observations in 0.1° lat/lon grid for 16 orbits. (a) Based
on data during normal observation (±17° scan). (b) Based on the simulated result
assuming the ±34° scan around nadir.

Fig. 3. Time series of the percentage of observed area by DPR to the surface
area of the earth. The blue line denotes the result from normal observation; the
red line is based on the simulation result assuming the ±34° scan around nadir.

is conducted. Note that the ±34° scan is roughly equivalent to
550 km, whereas the operational swath width of the KuPR is
about 245 km in the normal observation. Fig. 2(b) shows the
same plot as in Fig. 2(a) for the simulation result, indicating
that the doubled swath enables us to access more frequent
observation, especially in high latitude areas (3–4 times in 16
orbits). Fig. 3 shows the change over time in the ratio of observed
area to the earth’s surface, in the case of Fig. 2(a) and (b). In the
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Fig. 4. Conceptual diagram of the DPR scan patterns during normal observa-
tion (left) and wider swath experimental observation in September 2017 (right).

simulation, the scanning radar is mounted on the same orbit
of the GPM Core Observatory whose maximum coverage of
the earth surface is approximately 92% and the scanning speed
for ±34° is set the same as that for the KuPR’s ±17° scan in
the normal observation. The results show that the time required
for the observation area to reach 80% of the earth’s surface is
about three days earlier than in the normal observation (±17°),
suggesting that the experiment setting assuming the ±34° scan
is sufficiently effective for increasing the observation frequency.

In order to investigate the possibility of wide swath obser-
vation by multiple frequencies based on the abovementioned
discussions, a wide swath observation experiment using the DPR
was conducted on September 26 and 27, 2017 by uploading
modified phase code data and a variable pulse repetition fre-
quency (VPRF) table for both KuPR and KaPR at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC). Fig. 4 shows a conceptual diagram of
the DPR scan pattern during both normal and experimental
observation. In the experiment, the KuPR scan pattern was
changed to observe from nadir to about +34°, similar to the
TRMM end-of-mission experiment [14], [15]. The KaPR scan
pattern was arranged to cover the scan angle of KuPR by KaMS
and KaHS modes. The reason why wide swath observation is not
performed symmetrically around nadir is that the observation
gap opens when the number of angle bins in one scan is greater
than 49 due to the fixed relationship between the satellite speed
and DPR’s scan speed. Assuming the radar’s symmetric scan,
analysis can even be conducted by only acquiring data on one
side.

During the experiment, the DPR had successfully observed
precipitation echo even at the large scan angle as well as at
the normal scan angle. Fig. 5 depicts examples of the vertical
cross sections of the received echo power by the KuPR and
KaPR when obtaining precipitation echo around the Bay of
Bengal. Scan No. 5767 of orbit No. 20308 on September 25,
2017 and scan No. 2479 of orbit No. 20332 on September 26,
2017 are chosen as the typical cases for normal observation
[Fig. 5(a) and (c)] and wide swath observation [Fig. 5(b) and
(d)], respectively. In the vertical cross section of the experiment
shown in Fig. 5(b) and (d), the precipitation echoes are obtained
at about 150 km distance from nadir not covered by the normal

observation. On the other hand, the precipitation echo near the
surface becomes more difficult to discriminate as the scan angle
becomes larger due to the severe contamination of surface echo
in the beam direction (mainlobe clutter). Moreover, for KuPR in
the experiment, unnatural received echo patterns appeared at the
various scan angles. For example, the curves observed at around
100 km and 200 km are the fake echoes from sidelobe directions.
The stripe patterns appeared at 225 km or more from nadir
are also the fake echoes obtained from grating lobe direction.
These are commonly recognized as the radar clutter problems
of electrically steered planer antenna. The sidelobe and grating
lobe clutters are not dominant in the KaPR data as shown in
Fig. 5(d). Note that the gap at around 125 km in the KaPR
experimental data in Fig. 5(d) is derived from the difference
in the radar sensitivity between the KaMS and KaHS scans.

III. ANALYSIS OF RADAR CLUTTER

A. Analysis Method

In order to statistically evaluate the occurrence frequency of
radar clutter during the experiment, the clutter classification
method shown in Fig. 6 was devised based on Kubota et al.
[18]. The main difference between the method shown in Fig. 6
and that by Kubota et al. [18] is summarized in terms of the
following two points.

The first point is the setting for the clutter-free bottom, the
lowest range bin that is not affected by the mainlobe clutter.
In the DPR L2 algorithm, the clutter-free bottom is calculated
from the vertical profile of the received echo power and stored
as “binClutterFreeBottom” in the L2 products. However, when
the clutter-free bottom overlaps with a range bin affected by
sidelobe/grating lobe clutter, the algorithm is designed to auto-
matically select the next higher range bin as binClutterFreeBot-
tom [19]. Consequently, mainlobe clutter height cannot be inde-
pendently and accurately evaluated from binClutterFreeBottom.
To construct an independent dataset of mainlobe clutter, based
on the statistical occurrence of sidelobe clutter, the clutter-free
bottom between angle bins 5 and 13, where the sidelobe effect
overlaps the top of the mainlobe clutter, is defined by linear inter-
polation from the clutter-free bottom before and after. Similarly,
in the region of angle bin No. 40 or more, where the influence
of the grating lobe is large, the clutter-free bottom is linearly
interpolated by using the characteristic of grating lobe clutter
occurring at every other angle, as described in Section III-C.

The second point is the setting of a threshold for side-
lobe/grating lobe clutter. Kubota et al. [18] utilized an approx-
imated equation of the standard deviation of fading noise σN

(Kumagai et al. [20]) as follows:

σN = πPn√
6

√
1
N + 1

M . (1)

Here, Pn is the mean received power of the noise, N and
M are the number of independent sample number of echo and
noise, respectively. While the typical values of N = 102 and M
= 892 were set for KuPR by Kubota et al. [18], N and M are
set as the average values during the experiment for each Ku (N
= 78 and M = 604), KaMS (N = 85 and M = 526), and KaHS
(N = 75 and M = 622) observation in this study. By adopting
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Fig. 5. Examples of vertical cross sections of received echo power in the real aspect ratio for (a) KuPR in normal observation and (b) in the experiment; (c) KaPR
in normal observation and (d) in the experiment, respectively. The KaMS and KaHS scans are drawn in layers in (c).

Fig. 6. Flowchart for diagnosing sidelobe/grating lobe clutter. The “threshold”
for each observation mode is set as the value given in (3)–(5).

3σN as the threshold of the clutter/nonclutter classification, the
criteria set for each observation are given as

Pe = Ps + Pn > Pn + 3σN = Pn + 3× πPn√
6

√
1

N
+

1

M

> Pn

(
1 + 3× π√

6

√
1

N
+

1

M

)
(2)

where Pe and Ps are the received power of echo and signal,
respectively. Note that the actual values of N and M change
dynamically since the DPR adopts the VPRF technique. In
decibels, (2) can be converted to

Pe,Ku (dBm)− Pn,Ku (dBm) > 1.65 (3)

Pe,KaMS (dBm)− Pn,KaMS (dBm) > 1.67 (4)

Pe,KaHS (dBm)− Pn,KaHS (dBm) > 1.61. (5)

These thresholds were actually used in Fig. 6 for clut-
ter/nonclutter classification.

Fig. 7 summarizes the percentage of observations classified
as mainlobe, sidelobe, and grating lobe clutters based on the
flowchart in Fig. 6 relative to all observations during the experi-
ment. Based on these results, the following sections investigate
the occurrence mechanisms and characteristics of each type of
clutter.

B. Mainlobe Clutter

The clutter raid along the horizontal axis in Fig. 7 is mainlobe
clutter that occurred due to surface echo contamination in the
mainlobe direction. This clutter is often associated with space-
borne radar and reported as a main factor in the oversight of
shallow storms [21], [22]. Because surface echo contamination
becomes higher as the scan angle increases, the contaminated
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Fig. 7. Percentage of observations classified as clutter relative to all observations for (a) KuPR over ocean and (b) land; and (c) KaPR over ocean and (d) land
during the experiment.

height (mainlobe clutter height) must be quantitatively assessed,
especially in the wide swath observation.

As described in Section III-A, the original estimates of bin-
ClutterFreeBottom entails uncertainty, particularly during this
experiment; hence, the tentative clutter-free bottom used for the
mainlobe clutter classification is also not fully reliable. For an
independent and accurate assessment of the mainlobe clutter
height, only scans that do not include the observed volumes
classified as precipitation echoes and the sidelobe/grating lobe
clutters in Fig. 6 are extracted and averaged to calculate the
mean mainlobe clutter echo profiles. Then the mean height of
the mainlobe clutter is calculated along the beam direction by
setting the baseline thresholds as−110,−108.5, and−110 dBm,
which are approximately 1 dB above the noise level for Ku,
KaMS, and KaHS, respectively. For a comparison, the results
when loosening the thresholds (with increments set to 1.0 dB
for Ku and 0.5 dB for Ka) are derived as well. However, as seen
in Fig. 5, the beam was actually tilted considerably near the
maximum scan angle in this experiment, and the profile in the
beam direction was no longer a vertical profile. Consequently,
the mainlobe clutter height was estimated as the actual altitude
considering the scan angle, which is equals to the vertical
distance from the surface.

Fig. 8 summarizes the results of the estimated mainlobe clutter
height in each scan angle. Fig. 8(a) and (b) indicate that the
mainlobe clutter height of KuPR increases linearly along the
incident angle both over land and ocean. However, over ocean,
the increase in the mainlobe clutter height in a large scan angle
is suppressed due to the decrease in the normalized radar cross
section (NRCS) of at the surface (σ0) induced by strong quasi-
specular scattering on the sea surface, as shown in Fig. 9. This
tendency is more pronounced in the KaPR observation as the
clutter height peaks at the scan angle of around 26° and then
tends to decrease thereafter. This is due to the relatively low σ0

in KaPR brought by the lower transmitted power as compared to
KuPR. Overall, the experiment showed that the mainlobe clutter
could reach up to 1–4 km from the surface at large scan angles,
which may mask precipitation echoes near the surface.

C. Sidelobe Clutter

Clutter that increases its altitude as the scan angle increases
below angle bin No. 30 in Fig. 7(a) and (b) is the typical sidelobe
clutter observed by the TRMM’s and GPM’s radars as well [23].
A suppression method of these sidelobe clutters has already been
developed and applied for the current DPR algorithm [18], [24].
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Fig. 8. Averaged mainlobe clutter height for (a) KuPR over ocean and (b) land; and (c) KaPR over ocean and (d) land during the experiment. The shaded area
for (c) and (d) indicates the results from KaHS observation. The height is calculated as the actual altitude perpendicular to the ground surface. Bars indicate the
standard deviation.

Fig. 9. Averaged σ0 for (a) KuPR and (b) KaPR during the experiment. The blue line is the result over ocean; the red line is the result over land. Bars indicate
the standard deviation. The shaded area for (b) indicates the results from KaHS observation.

Furthermore, in this experiment, the sidelobe clutters at the large
scan angles, which does not pose a risk of contamination in the
normal observation mode, also appeared in Fig. 7(a) and (b) as
a dotted line extending from angle bin No. 38 toward the sky.
Sidelobe clutter occurs when the surface echo obtained from
the sidelobe direction is strong enough compared to the echoes
from the mainlobe direction, that is, mainly when the sidelobe

direction is directly below the satellite. Therefore, the frequency
of sidelobe clutter occurrence tends to be high over the ocean
surface where strong backscattering is obtained by the quasi-
specular reflection and as mentioned in Section II-B, sidelobe
clutter is also seen in KaPR, though very rarely [Fig. 7(c) and
(d)]. Kubota et al. [24] showed that sidelobe clutter was more
distinct in KaHS when the NRCS at the nadir was strong, while
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intensities of sidelobe clutter in KaHS were much weaker than
those in KuPR.

D. Grating Lobe Clutter

Grating lobes are the secondary maxima of directivity caused
by the phase difference between each antenna element of the
phased array antenna. Phase differences (δ) between each an-
tenna element are defined as

δ = 2π
λ
d (sinθ − sinθ0) (6)

whereλ is the wavelength,d is the distance between each antenna
element, θ is the angle of the grating lobe direction, and θ0
is the radar scan angle. To avoid grating lobe occurrence, this
difference should satisfy the following:

|δ| = ∣∣ 2π
λ
d (sinθ − sinθ0)

∣∣ < 2π . (7)

Considering −1 ≤ sinθ ≤ 1, the inequality can be interpreted
as

|δ| < arcsin
(

λ
d − 1

)
. (8)

By substituting λ = 22.04 mm, d = 16.6 mm for KuPR, and
λ = 8.43 mm, d = 6.33 mm for KaPR, the right side of (8)
will be 19.13° for KuPR and 19.38° for KaPR, respectively.
In normal observation, the DPR is designed to scan at ±17°,
which satisfies those inequalities. However, in this experiment,
grating lobe contamination became prominent due to the large
scan angle that exceeded the criteria of (8) and contributed to
abnormally high received echo power. Similar to sidelobe clutter,
grating lobe clutter is also prominent in KuPR [Fig. 7(a) and (b)]
rather than in KaPR [Fig. 7(c) and (d)]. Note that grating lobe
clutter was observed at every other angle bin because the timing
of the receiving of the ground surface echo from the grating lobe
direction moves across a plurality of receiving windows as the
distance from the satellite to the ground surface in the grating
lobe direction varies greatly depending on the scan angle. As
a result, the grating lobe clutters appear alternately above and
below the surface echoes from the mainlobe direction in this
experiment.

Fig. 10 shows the case study used for grating lobe occurrence
analysis. Here, grating lobe clutter occurrence at angle bin
No. 48 (corresponding to a +33.37° scan) is defined when the
received echo power above the clutter-free bottom estimated in
Section III-A exceeds a value which is 3 dBm lager than noise
level under the no-rain condition, as illustrated in red along
the satellite footprint with the daily sea ice data obtained by
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA’s)
AUTOSNOW product [25]. The footprint of the grating lobe
direction is also depicted as a black line in Fig. 10. In this case,
the grating lobe direction is calculated at about −51° using the
following equation, transformed from (7)

sinθ = ± λ
d + sinθ0 . (9)

Looking at the relationship between the surface state of the
grating lobe direction and grating lobe clutter occurrence, the
fact that grating lobe clutter apparently occurred when the

Fig. 10. Map showing the relationship between the surface state of the grating
lobe direction and grating lobe clutter occurrence for the orbit No. 20332 in
September 26, 2017. The thick light blue path is the scan footprint during the
experiment; red shows grating lobe occurrence at a scan angle of +33.37°. The
black line is the footprint of the grating lobe direction (−51°) when the scan
angle is+33.37°. The gray shaded area is the sea ice region obtained by NOAA’s
AUTOSNOW product [26].

Fig. 11. Geometric relationship of a spherical earth approximation between
the satellite, earth’s surface, and grating lobe angle θ.

ground surface of the grating lobe direction is land or sea ice can
be easily found. During the experiment, about 92% of the grating
lobe clutter in angle bin No. 48 occurred when the grating lobe
directions were on land or sea ice. This is because relatively
large backscattered surface echo can be obtained even from a
slanted grating lobe angle when the surface is rough, as seen in
the Fig. 9.

In Fig. 7(a) and (b), grating lobe clutter apparently started to
occur in angle bin No. 40 (equals +27.69°), while grating lobes
should emerge when the scan angle exceeds +19.13° based on
(8). The reason why no clutter occurred between those two scan
angles can be partly considered in a simple geometric problem.
If the grating lobe direction has no intersection with the earth’s
surface, there will be no backscattering and no grating lobe con-
tamination. The distance from the satellite to the earth’s surface
(r) when the grating direction touches the earth’s surface can be
calculated using the Pythagorean theorem below, assuming the
simplified geometry shown in Fig. 11.

(h+Re)
2 = r2 +R2

e . (10)
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Fig. 12. Average echo profiles sorted by the mean echo power between 4 and 5 km from the surface for seven scan angles for (a) KuPR over ocean and (b) land;
and (c) KaPR over ocean and (d) land during the experiment.

Here, Re is the radius of the earth, and h is the mean satellite
altitude. By substituting Re = 6378.1 km and h = 407 km,
we get r = 2314.6 km. Because the relationship between the
grating lobe angle and the radius of the earth can be written
approximately using the law of cosines as

R2
e = (h+Re)

2 + r2 − 2r(h+Re)
2cosθ (11)

the grating lobe direction (θ0) tangent to the earth’s surface is
calculated as θ =−70.5°. Using (9), the angle which does not
intersect the earth’s surface is calculated to be +22.81°. As a
result, grating lobe clutter cannot occur at a scan angle of no
more than +22.81° [the closest scan angle that does not exceed
this angle corresponds to +22.72° (angle bin No. 33)], while
grating lobes occur from +19.13°.

For the scan angles between +22.81° and +27.69°, a rel-
atively small NRCS and long propagation distance possibly
contribute to less grating lobe contamination during the exper-
iment. However, depending on the state of the earth’s surface
in the grating direction, it is undeniable that grating lobe clutter
may occur even at these scan angles. The relationship between
measured NCRS (σ0

m) and the received signal power at the
surface (Pr,s) is expressed by Kanemaru et al. [26] as

σ0
m (λ, θz) =

29 ln(2)π2cos(θz)r
2
s

λ2GrGtLpPtθbpφb
Pr,s (rs) (12)

where θz is the local zenith angle, rs is the range from the radar
to the earth’s surface along the center of the radar beam,Gr is the

received antenna gain, Gt is the transmitted antenna gain, Lp is
the peak loss power, Pt is the peak transmitted power, θbp is the
effective cross-track beam width, andφb is the beam width in the
along-track direction. Assume that the highest σ0

m is about 0 dB
(e.g., over dense forest area), the angle which brings the higher
signal power than the noise level (−111 dBm in this experiment)
is approximately calculated as 24°. This result suggests that to
limit the scan angle by ±23.43°, roughly equivalent to a 355 km
swath width with the orbit altitude of 407 km, is reasonable for
KuPR. Note that the precipitation echo from the grating lobe
direction is almost negligible since the surface echo is much
stronger than the precipitation echo.

IV. CAPABILITY OF PRECIPITATION DETECTION

It has also been pointed out that if there is heavy precipitation,
the strong echoes from heavy precipitation may overcome the
echoes of the mainlobe clutter in Takahashi [15]. Therefore, the
height of the mainlobe clutter obtained in Section III-B does not
necessarily equal the altitude at which intense precipitation can
be measured. To confirm this, the vertical profile of the received
echo under the precipitation condition is shown in Fig. 12. At
each scan angle (4.29°, 9.23°, 14.20°, 19.17°, 24.14°, 29.11°,
and 34.08°), averaged profiles are drawn for each mean echo
power obtained at altitudes of 4–5 km. In each case, the mainlobe
clutter height approximately equals the height from the ground to
the inflection point of the profile and increases as the scan angle
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Fig. 13. Estimated observable height for each rainfall intensity for (a) KuPR over ocean and (b) land; and (c) KaPR over ocean and (d) land during the experiment.
The shaded area for (c) and (d) indicates the results from KaHS observation.

increases as shown in Fig. 12. However, in the KuPR results
shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b), the inflection point is relatively
low in the profile when strong received echo was obtained at
4–5 km (i.e., the profile when heavy precipitation occurred).
This suggests that mainlobe clutter is somehow masked during
heavy precipitation, which may be observed below the height
determined in the previous section. In the KaPR results shown
in Fig. 12(c) and (d), this characteristic is hardly observable due
to the large attenuation of precipitation, and the profile becomes
almost flat at large scan angles.

In order to quantify how much precipitation can actually be
observed at which altitude, we calculated how much precipita-
tion intensity the mainlobe clutter would be if it were assumed
to be equivalent to the precipitation signal. First, the profile
of the measured radar reflectivity factor (Z) under the no-rain
condition was calculated from the received echo profile based on
the radar equation, and then averaged for all observations during
the experiment. Then, using the Z-R power-law relation [27],
observable heights for each precipitation intensity are estimated.
Here, typical parameters for the rain are chosen (Z = 200R1.6).
Finally, the estimated heights are converted to the actual altitude
from the ground by considering the scan angle. Through this
procedure, the observable heights for each precipitation intensity
are estimated as shown in Fig. 13.

For all cases, the observable heights are lower in the case of
heavy precipitation than in the case of light or no precipitation.

For instance, 5 mm/h precipitation can be seen from at least a
2 km altitude, while 0.5 mm/h precipitation may be masked up
to 4 km in the worst case of the KuPR over land. Moreover,
the observable height of intense precipitation tends to peak at a
certain scan angle and then decrease at larger angles over ocean.
Another point to note is that KaPR can observe precipitation
of the same intensity in the lower altitude when compared to
KuPR. KaPR can observe 0.5 mm/h precipitation at the altitude
of at least no less than 2 km both over ocean and land. Especially
over ocean, the decrease of the observable height at the large scan
angles is prominent. Therefore, KaPR can be utilized to observe
5 mm/h precipitation at around 1.5 km altitude whereas KuPR
cannot see them until about 3 km altitude, as seen in Fig. 13(a)
and (c).

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The feasibility of wide swath observation for future space-
borne PR was evaluated using the data obtained by the wide
swath observation experiment of the GPM DPR conducted on
September 26 and 27, 2017. In the wide swath observation, the
DPR measurements were contaminated not only by the mainlobe
clutter reported by Takahashi [15] for the TRMM/PR, but also
by the sidelobe and grating lobe clutters at the large scan angles.
Those clutters observed during the experiment were classified
based on the method shown in Fig. 6 and their characteristics and
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occurrence mechanisms were discussed here. In addition, wide
swath observations by the KaPR were regarded as new features
in this study.

The mainlobe clutter height of KuPR increased linearly along
the incident angle both over land and ocean, shown in Fig. 8(a)
and (b). As shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b), 5 mm/h precipitation
can be seen from at least a 2 km altitude, while 0.5 mm/h
precipitation may be masked up to 4 km in the worst case of
the KuPR. However, over ocean, the increase in the mainlobe
clutter height in a large scan angle was suppressed due to the
decrease in the σ0 on the sea surface, as shown in Fig. 9.

The major problem in wide swath observation with KuPR was
the occurrence of grating lobe clutter. The grating lobe clutter
apparently occurred when the ground surface of the grating lobe
direction was land or sea ice. During the experiment, about 92%
of the grating lobe clutter in angle bin No. 48 occurred when the
grating lobe directions were on land or sea ice. This is because
relatively large backscattered surface echo can be obtained even
from a slanted grating lobe angle when the surface is rough, as
seen in the Fig. 9.

There are two possible methods of reducing grating lobe
clutter. The first method entails calculating the grating lobe echo
by simulation based on the actual antenna pattern. Although this
method is the most direct way of reducing the grating lobe in the
algorithm, it is not realistic for the GPM DPR because the actual
antenna pattern of the current DPR is hardly known due to the
many changes in the phase code (that determines the antenna
pattern) used by the phase shifters to mitigate the sidelobe
interference [18]. This method may also be applicable to future
KuPR provided that the antenna pattern is accurately obtained,
while it requires a revision of the data processing algorithm.
The second method is a statistical approach using the σ0 data
of the grating lobe direction, similar to the method described by
Kubota et al. [18]. This also should not be a candidate method
because the grating lobe occurs in the direction approximately
vertical to the scan angle [strictly saying, it changes as the scan
angle changes based on the equation described in (9)] where
there are no possibilities of the σ0 observation, even when
assuming the ±34° scan angle.

Therefore, the easiest way to avoid grating lobe contamination
is to limit the scan angle within the angle where the grating
lobe direction will not intersect with the earth’s surface. As
described in Section III-D, this angle corresponds to ±22.72°
for KuPR. However, there are almost no grating lobe clutters
observed even at the scan angles no more than +27.69° during
the experiment. Thus, the maximum scan angle is calculated as
the angle at which the received echo power does not exceed the
noise level. By considering the largest NRCS from grating lobe
direction, this angle is calculated as +23.43°. At this scan angle,
we can see the precipitation of intensity higher than 0.5 mm/h,
at least from an altitude of 2.5 km [Fig. 13(a) and (b)]. ± 23.43°
electrical beam scanning approximately corresponds to 355 km
swath width with the orbit altitude of 407 km.

For KaPR, the grating lobe contamination was not significant
and precipitation at the lower altitude may have a chance to be
detected, especially over the ocean, due to the lower mainlobe
clutter height shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d). This was confirmed in

Fig. 13(c) and (d) showing the stronger precipitation signals can
overcome the echoes of the mainlobe clutter at the lower altitude
in the Ka. However, strong attenuation due to precipitation in the
Ka-band may be an emerging problem. To retrieve the vertical
profile of the precipitation rate, σ0 is utilized to estimate the
path integrated attenuation (PIA) caused by the precipitation,
and the attenuation in the precipitation profile is corrected using
the PIA as the lower boundary condition via the surface ref-
erence technique (SRT) [17]. At a wide scan angle, however,
the echo profile is flattened and results in large uncertainty in
estimating σ0. Due to this degradation, accurately estimating
the precipitation profile at a large scan angle may be difficult.
To determine the maximum scan angle of the KaPR quantitively,
further discussion on the reliability of PIA estimates is required.
On top of that, a new algorithm instead of the SRT may be needed
for precise precipitation estimation for future Ka-band radar that
will observe at an even larger scan angle.

Furthermore, the fact that radar observes the slant profiles of
the precipitation system, especially at a large scan angle, must
be considered account in the precipitation retrievals. This also
can be regarded as one of challenges in the future algorithm
developments.
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